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Catenanes

Synthesis of C60/[10]CPP-Catenanes by Regioselective, Nanocapsule-
Templated Bingel Bis-Addition

Fabian M. Steudel, Ernest Ubasart, Luigi Leanza, Míriam Pujals, Teodor Parella,
Giovanni M. Pavan,* Xavi Ribas,* and Max von Delius*

Abstract: The addition of two unsymmetric malonate
esters to the Buckminster fullerene C60 can lead to 22
spectroscopically distinguishable isomeric products and
therefore represents a formidable synthesis challenge. In
this work, we achieve 87% selectivity for the formation
of a single (in,out-trans-3) isomer by combining three
approaches: (i) we use a starting material, in which the
two malonates are covalently connected (tether ap-
proach); (ii) we form the strong supramolecular complex
of C60 with the shape-persistent [10]CPP macrocycle
(template approach) and (iii) we embed this complex
further within a self-assembled nanocapsule (shadow
mask approach). Variation of the spacer chain shed light
on the limitations of the approach and the ring dynamics
in the unusual [2]catenanes were studied in silico with
atomistic resolution. This work significantly widens the
scope of mechanically interlocked architectures compris-
ing cycloparaphenylenes (CPP).

Introduction

Inspired by observations on the superior performance of
isomerically pure fullerene bis-adducts in third-generation
solar cells,[1] the chemo-, itero,-[2] regio- and stereoselective[3]

multiple functionalization of fullerenes has witnessed a
renaissance in the past ten years.[4] The classic approach to
the regioselectivity problem of bis-addition has been
pioneered by Diederich[5] and relies on the use of bifunc-
tional tethers. Hirsch and Nierengarten have developed
cleavable tethers,[6] which are particularly attractive for
further functionalization of the installed addends.
Supramolecular approaches that do not rely on the forma-
tion of macrocyclic products have also been developed over
the past seven years.[7] These include the use of the [10]CPP
macrocycle,[7d] which by itself offers imperfect selectivity for
two regioisomers (trans-2 and trans-3), and the use of a
supramolecular Pd-based nanocapsule[7a,8] as shadow mask,
which furnished exclusive e selectivity (i.e. functionalization
along the equatorial belt of C60).

[7e] By joining these two
approaches, we recently reported a three-shell matryoshka-
like complex that facilitated exclusive trans-3 selectivity
(Figure 1, top).[7f]

The regioselectivity problem of C60 bis-addition becomes
significantly more challenging, if unsymmetric functional
groups are added to the fullerene double bonds. A total
number of 22 spectroscopically distinguishable regioisomers
and diastereomers can be formed in that case (36 isomers
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Figure 1. Concept behind the present work and relevant prior work
(percentage values correspond to observed isomeric ratios). [10]CPP
ring shown in red.
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including enantiomers),[9] as compared to only eight in the
case of symmetric addends.[10] In this work, we answer the
question whether our matryoshka-like approach is suitable
to deliver selective reaction outcomes even when unsymmet-
ric reagents are used. We found that selectivity for the
trans-3 double bond is still excellent, and that one of the
three trans-3 diastereomers, which only differ in the relative
orientation of the unsymmetric addends, can be obtained
with a remarkable relative yield of up to 87%. Because our
reaction products have [2]catenane topology, this work
represents a new addition to the small set of mechanically
interlocked architectures based on shape-persistent carbon
nanohoops[7d,11] and fullerene bis-adducts.[12]

Results and Discussion

Our molecular design for the envisaged C60/[10]CPP cate-
nanes comprises two bromomalonate units that are con-
nected via alkyl chains and a central bisphenol A (BPA)

unit. The BPA moiety serves a dual purpose, namely to
harness the Thorpe–Ingold (gem-dimethyl) effect and to act
as an indicator for strain in molecular mechanics calculations
of the initial macrocyclic products (Figure S1). The obtained
molecular models indicated that a tetradecyl (C14) spacer
was nearly unstrained with a phenyl to phenyl C� C bond
angle of 109.7° that is nearly identical to the 109.5° found in
linear reference compounds. Because the goal of this study
was not only to prepare a new type of [2]catenane, but also
to test and understand the limits of supramolecular, three-
shell regiocontrol, we decided to carry out catenane
syntheses with a set of four spacers (C13, C14, C15 and
C16).

As shown in Figure 2a, the bis-bromomalonates (BBM)
were synthesized over two steps, by etherification of BPA
with the respective bromoalcohols 1–4, followed by ester-
ification with the α-brominated acid bromide 5. The latter
was obtained via Hell-Volhard-Zelinsky reaction from
methyl hydrogen malonate (MHM). To complete the syn-
thesis of the desired C13- to C16-Catenanes, a 2.5-fold

Figure 2. a) Syntheses of the C13- to C16-Catenanes. *: Average HPLC yield of three experiments. b) Representative HPLC chromatogram of
C14-Catenane (6.3–8.1 min, Buckyprep M, toluene, 0.5 mL/min) with internal standard C60 for determination of HPLC yields. c) UV/Vis spectrum
generated by photodiode array detector during HPLC, averaged for 6.6–7.1 min retention time. d) Representative high resolution matrix assisted
laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS; positive mode) of the purified C14-Catenane including isotopic pattern. e) 1H NMR
spectrum (600 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K) of the C14-Catenane with assignment of the in,out-isomer signals and a zoom region (600 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K)
of the methyl ester (MeO) signals showing four singlets due to the formation of three different trans-3 isomers. Grey boxes: schematic and
calculated (Ghemical) structures of the in,in-, in,out- and out,out-isomers.
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excess of the bis-bromomalonates was added to a solution of
the three-shell complex comprising nanocapsule 6 · (BArF)8,
[10]CPP and C60 (previously reported in ref. [7f]) in
acetonitrile, and a Bingel bis-addition reaction[13] was carried
out using an excess of sodium hydride as base. The
formation of the catenanes in the presence of the nano-
capsule was monitored by high resolution mass spectrometry
(HRMS) with an electron spray ionization (ESI) ion source
(Figure S10–S13). After completion of the reaction, the
nanocapsule was disassembled by addition of trifluorome-
thanesulfonic acid (20 equiv.) and subjected to analysis by
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).

For the bis-bromomalonates with sufficiently long
spacers (C14� C16), we obtained HPLC yields (with internal
standard and calibrated for extinction coefficient) around
30% (Figure 2b) in the crude samples. Because the crude
HPLC traces (see Figure S15–S17) show no noticeable side
products, we attribute these moderate yields to incomplete
conversion. Purification of the crude samples by semi-
preparative HPLC followed by precipitation from toluene
with n-pentane led to some loss of material (e.g. 23%
isolated mass yield for the C15-Catenane), which is however
not surprising at this small reaction scale.

For bis-bromomalonate C13-BBM, the spacer appears to
be too short to allow significant conversion to the
C13-Catenane and hence no product could be isolated. In
the successful syntheses of the C14-, C15- and
C16-Catenanes, the formation of the trans-3 regioisomer
was confirmed by analyses of the “fingerprint region” of the
UV/Vis spectrum (Figure 2c). Further confirmation of this
assignment was obtained by carrying out a transesterifica-
tion reaction between the C15-Catenane and methanol
(Figure S6–8) and comparison of the 1H NMR data with
suitable reference compounds S11a–d. This experiment also
revealed that a small quantity (<3%) of the trans-2 isomer
was formed (potentially due to background reaction outside
degraded nanocapsule), which demonstrates the utility of
this type of experiment.[14] The identity of the samples as
monomers and [2]catenanes was confirmed by high-resolu-
tion (tandem) mass spectrometry (Figure 2d and Fig-
ure S27–28).

A diffusion coefficient of 4.9 ·10� 10 m2s� 1 was obtained by
diffusion ordered NMR spectroscopy (DOSY, Figure S34).
As expected, the calculated solvodynamic radius of �8.1 Å
is slightly larger than that of non-catenated fullerene
bisadducts.[15] The 1H NMR spectra of the products (Fig-
ure 2e and Figure S30–S33) showed splitting of the methyl
ester “CH3“ signals into four singlets with pairs of two peaks
at chemical shifts of ca. 4.22 ppm and 4.12 ppm, respectively.
This finding is expected for any Bingel bis-adducts with
unsymmetric malonates (here: OMe and O-tether)[16] and is
due to the splitting of the trans-3 regioisomer into three
distinct diastereomers that differ in the relative orientations
of malonate OMe substituents (see Figure 2e: in,in, in,out
and out,out).

Having realized that the four singlets in the “OMe”
region belong to three in,out-isomers, we turned our
attention to their assignment in the 1H NMR spectrum.
Because the in,out-isomer exhibits C1 symmetry, this isomer

should show two different singlets integrating in a ratio of
1 :1. When inspecting the 1H NMR spectrum shown in
Figure 2e with this knowledge, it is evident that the two
predominant singlets, which integrate with near-perfect 1 : 1
ratio must belong to the in,out-isomer. However, since the
in,in- and out,out-isomers exhibit C2 symmetry, each of these
isomers should only show a single OMe signal in the
1H NMR spectrum and their chemical/magnetic environ-
ment should differ significantly, as becomes evident by
comparison with the 1H NMR spectra of dimethyl malonate
fullerene bisadduct reference compounds (Figure S38). Each
of these symmetrical isomers exhibit one single singlet but
with a very similar chemical shift as its counterpart of the
in,out-isomer. Since the tentative assignment of these OMe
peaks by ROESY NMR (Figure S35) to the respective in,in-
and out,out-isomers remained elusive, we denominated these
as (b) and (c) (see Figure 3 and Table 1). In all the catenanes
the aromatic [10]CPP signals appear as a singlet at 7.4 ppm,
thus confirming the rapid [10]CPP rotation around the
fullerene system on the NMR time scale.

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra (600 MHz, CDCl3, 298 K) of the isolated C14-
to C16-Catenanes and peak integration for the trans-3 methyl ester
signals by deconvolution. (Other isomers in the control reaction
marked by *). See Table 1 for deconvoluted trans-3 diastereoisomer
ratios.

Table 1: HPLC yields of the C13- to C16-Catenanes and relative
amounts of the three trans-3 diastereoisomers (“isomer fraction”).[a]

Catenane HPLC Yield in,out-isomer
fraction

(b)-isomer
fraction

(c)-isomer
fraction

C13-Catenane <2%[b] n.d. n.d. n.d.
C14-Catenane 29% 87% 8% 5%
C15-Catenane 32�4%[c]

(23%)[d]
74�2%[c] 17�1%[c] 9�2%[c]

C16-Catenane 33% 70% 19% 11%
C16 no cage[e] <13%[d,e] 54% 27% 19%

[a] All HPLC yields determined using C60 as internal standard and
calibrated for extinction coefficient. All isomer fractions determined by
1H NMR spectroscopy (see Figure 3); [b] upper limit according to
quantitative HPLC. N.d.: isomer fraction could not be determined due
to insufficient quantity; [c] Average results of three experiments with
error corresponding to standard deviation; [d] yields determined by
weighing after isolation by preparative HPLC; [e] sample obtained by
reaction with [10]CPP, but without nanocapsule.
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Because we were unable to resolve the isomer mixtures
by HPLC (e.g. Buckyprep, Buckyprep-M), we proceeded to
draw quantitative conclusions on the isomer distributions
that are evidently different for the C14, C15 and C16 tethers
(Figure 3; spectra recorded via cryoprobe at 600 MHz).
Despite the high magnetic field, partial peak overlap was
observed, which is why we resorted to peak deconvolution
in lieu of classic integration (software MNova) as detailed in
Table 1. We found that the fraction of the in,out-trans-3
isomer was maximal (i.e., 87%) for the C14-Catenane.
Lower fractions of 70–74% for this same isomer were
observed in the C15- and C16-Catenanes, whereas a
statistical isomer distribution was observed in a control
experiment with the C16-BBM starting material (Figure 3,
bottom and Table 1), where only the nanocapsule was
omitted from the reaction mixture (such a statistical isomer
mixture was also observed in a study by Brabec and co-
workers on indane bis-adducts of C60).

[1a]

We conclude from the data presented in Table 1 that the
trans-3 isomer distribution that is intrinsic for this type of
reaction (in the absence of any template) is close to the
statistical ratio of 2 :1 :1 for the in,out-, in,in- and
out,out-isomers, respectively. The presence of the [10]CPP
ring alone is not sufficient for altering this statistical isomer
distribution (experiment “C16 no cage” in Table 1). The
combination of [10]CPP with the nanocapsule and a rather
generous tether length (as in C16) however leads to an
altered isomer ratio of ca. 70 :20 :10, presumably due to
steric reasons largely dictated by the nanocapsule.[7f] For the
shorter C15 tether we observed a slightly higher in,out
selectivity (isomer ratio ca. 74 :17 :9) and for the C14 tether
in,out selectivity was maximal (isomer ratio ca. 87 :8 :5). This
finding is highly plausible, because the distance between the
two malonate groups is the shortest in the in,out-trans-3
isomer (Figure 2e) and slightly longer in both the in,in- and
the out,out-isomer. Hence, this additional tether effect must
reach a lower practical limit, where the tether is too short,
which indeed explains our finding that the C13 tether largely
shuts down (bis-addition) reactivity (less than 2% total
yield, see Table 1, top).

To gain insights into the dynamics of the C14-Catenane,
we have employed all-atom molecular simulations, in
particular pertaining to the [10]CPP rotation, tilting and
translation around the larger ring. As recently demonstrated
with rotaxanes[17a] and supramolecular polymers,[18] we
combined classical molecular dynamics (MD) and infrequent
well-tempered metadynamics (WT-MetaD)[19] to character-
ize the dynamical behavior of this C60/[10]CPP catenane.
The atomistic model of the C14-Catenane (in,out-trans-3
isomer) shown in Figure 4a was built and parametrized
consistent with our recent work on a related rotaxane (see
Methods section in the supporting information for
details).[17a] The catenane model (Fig 4a) was immersed in a
periodic box filled with explicit chloroform solvent mole-
cules and, after preliminary energy minimization, equili-
brated in periodic boundary (NPT) conditions at the
temperature of 300 K.

As a first step, we investigated the thermodynamics and
kinetics of the processes of [10]CPP unbinding from the

fullerene binding site as well as [10]CPP translation around
the larger ring. Figure 4b shows representative structures
observed during the translation process as a function of the
rotational angle around the catenane center (from 0 to 2π).
Since the unbinding of [10]CPP from the fullerene requires
crossing a large free-energy barrier, we used WT-MetaD
simulations, recently proven very effective to study the
dynamics and thermodynamics of similar architectures[17a]

(see Supporting Information for computational details). This
approach provided a characteristic [10]CPP escape time
from the fullerene of �30 seconds, which agrees very well
with previous literature findings[17a] and corresponds to a
kinetic barrier of �19.3�0.2 kcal/mol (see Supporting
Information for details). Comparison with a related C60/
[10]CPP-[2]rotaxane[17a] indicates that the kinetic barrier
primarily arises from the disruption of concave-convex π-π
interactions and from the specific path that the [10]CPP ring
needs to follow, due to the 120° angle formed between the

Figure 4. a) Atomistic molecular model of the C14-Catenane
(in,out-trans-3 isomer). b) Free-energy diagram as a function of the
angular position of [10]CPP along the larger ring of the catenane,
detailing the ΔG differences and transition times between metastable
states (estimated from infrequent well-tempered metadynamics). c)
Left panel, schematic representation of the variables used to describe
the molecular rotation of [10]CPP around the fullerene: φ is the
rotation, θ is tilting and ρ is the radius. Right panel: Free-energy surface
of [10]CPP angular configuration as a function of φ and θ.
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malonate substituents and the fullerene core. To complete
the reconstruction of the translation of [10]CPP in the
catenane, we performed multiple MD simulations starting
from configurations where [10]CPP is in lateral position on
the aliphatic spacer chain (Figure 4b: snapshots at π/2 and
3π/2) or located at the bisphenol A site (Figure 4b: snapshots
at π). In all 12 replica simulations (6 starting from the lateral
and 6 from the bisphenol A position), the macrocycle was
seen to leave the starting configuration and diffuse along the
thread re-binding with the fullerene within 1 μs of MD with
an average binding time of �400 ns (corresponding to a
kinetic barrier for binding of �8.5 kcal/mol). Notably, the
kinetics of the [10]CPP-fullerene re-complexation was found
nearly identical whether the [10]CPP starts from a lateral
position on the thread or from the bisphenol group,
indicating that the [10]CPP-bisphenol binding is relatively
weak under these conditions and that the [10]CPP trans-
lation is controlled by the binding/unbinding with the
fullerene (see Supporting Movie and free-energy translation
diagram shown in Figure 4b).

As an additional step, we investigated the rotational and
tilting degree of freedom of [10]CPP in the bound config-
uration on the fullerene. From 1 μs of MD simulation we
decomposed the motion of [10]CPP in pure rotation (φ,
Figure 4c, left panel) and tilting (θ).[17a] The states in
Figure 4c are associated with different values of the rotation
angle φ of [10]CPP around the fullerene, while the width of
the distribution around the circle is associated with the
tilting motion. The free-energy surface shows a circular
arrangement of ten energetically equivalent minima sepa-
rated by free-energy barriers of �2 kcal/mol. This observa-
tion indicates that under these conditions, the rotation of
[10]CPP around the fullerene is a step-by-step process
occurring very rapidly (�0.1 ns to move between each
minimum)[17]

Conclusion

We report syntheses of three trans-3 C60/[10]CPP-based
[2]catenanes by bis-addition of tether-based bis-bromomalo-
nates to C60 encapsulated within a previously described
three-shell architecture.[7f] Contrary to previous reports by
our groups,[7d] the bis-bromomalonates used in this study are
unsymmetric, which results in the existence of three distinct
isomers that correspond to the attack of the second
malonate to the same (trans-3) double bond on the fullerene
scaffold. It is therefore remarkable that thanks to the joint
action of tether, nanohoop and nanocapsule a >97%
selectivity for trans-3 isomers and an isomer fraction of 87%
for one diastereomer out of the possible three was observed.
Future work by our groups will focus on fullerenes other
than C60 and the catalytic use of the supramolecular mask,
which will be necessary to produce larger quantities of
products.

Experimental Section

HPLC yields. The bis-functionalization reactions were performed at
very small scale (0.3–1.1 μmol; ca. 0.71–2.6 mg), because the focus of
this study is primarily on selectivity and because the Pd nanocapsule
is a precious material. The yields of the catenanes were therefore
mainly determined by quantitative HPLC, since weighing samples
of ca. 1 mg comes with significant error. Our approach for HPLC
yields was such that a precise quantity of the internal standard C60

was added to the sample before HPLC analysis was carried out. The
amount of catenane was determined from the ratio between the
integrals of the catenane and the internal standard, while taking
into account the difference in extinction coefficients between C60

and the catenanes (the catenane has higher molar extinction, since
the [10]CPP also absorbs at 330 nm). Calibration for extinction
coefficients was achieved with C60 and C15-catenane samples of
known concentration (determined by quantitative NMR with
internal standard). For one representative example (C15-Catenane),
we also showed that isolation by preparative HPLC followed by
precipitation from toluene with n-pentane is possible, albeit with
some loss of material (see Table S2).
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